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Finlandisation: A possible
OPTION FOR UKRAINE?

UKRAINE AND FINLANDISATION

1In an article titled ‘To settle the
Ukraine crisis, start at the end’
published in The Washington Post

in March 2014, Henry Kissinger,
the US Secretary of State from
1973 to 1977, argued that “if
Ukraine is to survive and
thrive, it must not be on
either side’s outpost
against the other — it
should function as a
bridge between them”

2Zbigniew
Brzezins,ki, who
served  the US

National Security Advisor
from 1977 to 1981, has
favoured Finlandisation. He says:
“The US could and should convey clearly

to Putin that it is prepared to use its
influence to make certain that a truly
independent and territorially-undivided

Ukraine pursues policies towards
Russia similar to those so effec-
tively practised by Finland: mutu-

ally respectful neighbours,
wide-ranging economic

relations both with Russia
and the EU, but no par-
ticipation in any military
alliance viewed by
Moscow as directed at

itself, while also expand-
ing its European 

connectivity. 
In brief, the Finnish model

is the ideal example for Ukraine, and
the EU, and Russia,” he adds

W
orld number one Ashleigh Barty stunned
the tennis world on Wednesday by
announcing her retirement from the
sport, saying she had fulfiled her

dreams and was “spent physically”. Barty, aged 25,
dropped the bombshell weeks after becoming
the first native Australian Open
champion in 44 years,
and  winning a Grand
Slam crown on three
different surfaces.

World No 1 Ashleigh Barty
announces retirement

Success for me is knowing that
I’ve given absolutely everything,

everything I can. I’m fulfiled, I’m
happy, and I know how much work it
takes to bring the best out of
yourself —ASHLEIGH BARTY

 Barty began playing tennis
as a child in Brisbane and
went on to win the junior
Wimbledon title as a 15-
year-old in 2011
 The expectations that
came with success took its
toll, and she made a shocking
decision three years later to
ditch tennis for cricket, sign-
ing for Brisbane Heat in the
inaugural Women’s Big Bash
League
 But the lure of tennis was

never far away and she
returned after a season out,
breaking through for her
maiden Grand Slam triumph
at the French Open in 2019,
and becoming Australia’s first
women’s world number one
since Evonne Goolagong-
Cawley 50 years ago
 Barty finally won a 
cherished Wimbledon crown
last year before her
Australian Open triumph at
Melbourne Park in January,

storming back from 5-1 down
in the second set against
American Danielle Collins to
triumph 6-3, 7-6 (7/2)
 Barty has been world num-
ber one for more than two
years, and said after her
Australian Open win that she
wanted time to consider her
next move, withdrawing from
the prestigious early season
hardcourt tournaments at
Indian Wells and Miami

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine will complete a
month  today. But, despite several rounds of
talks between both sides, it remains unclear
when and how the war might end. Amid
unpredictable scenarios, ‘Finlandisation’ of
Ukraine — something that France’s President
Emmanuel Macron was said to have suggested
as “one of the models on the table” (he
denied it later) — is doing the rounds...

WHAT iiss  FFiinnllaannddiissaattiioonn:
Finlandisation
refers to a policy of

staying strictly neutral, which Finland followed
during the Cold War era. It is a model by which
a powerful country makes a smaller neigh-
bouring country refrain from opposing the
former’s foreign policy rules, while allowing it
to keep its nominal independence and its own
political system. For decades, Finland survived
as an independent and unoccupied democracy
in the shadow of the Soviet Union by handing
the Kremlin outsized influence over its politi-
cal affairs and hewing to a delicate neutrality
during the Cold War.

HOW
iitt  wwaass  uusseedd  iinn  FFiinnllaanndd: The
Finlandisation model was
based on the principle of neu-

trality, which was rooted in the agreement of
friendship, cooperation, and mutual assistance or
the YYA Treaty, from the Finnish “Ystävyys-,
yhteistyö- ja avunantosopimus”. Signed by Finland
in April 1948 with the USSR, the treaty formed the
basis of Helsinki-Moscow relations until 1992, when
Finland signed a new agreement with post-Soviet
Russia. It lay at the heart of Finland’s foreign policy
doctrine, especially when Juho Kusti Paasikivi
(1946-56) and Urho Kekkonen (1956-82) were
President, and is known in international circles as
the “Paasikivi-Kekkonen line”.

It is commonly used in reference to Finland’s
policies in relation to the Soviet Union during
the Cold War, but it is also referred more gen-
erally to similar international relations, such
as Denmark’s attitude towards Germany
between 1871 and 1945, or the policies of the
Swiss government towards Nazi Germany
until the end of World War II

The
term, originally

coined in the 1960s by the
Germans (Finlandisierung),

last surfaced in 2014, during
the Russian invasion of Crimea,

when old Cold Warriors pro-
posed it as a possible

solution then, too

X-PLAINED

T
he National Defence Academy
(NDA) said on Tuesday that a
majority of military training
activities of boy and girl cadets

would be conducted together, and it was
“geared up” for training the first batch of
girl cadets in an absolutely gender-neutral
manner from June 2022. The move was cru-
cial keeping their employability in mind,
wherein the women officers are required to
command the troops of men, the NDA said.

The NDA Exam 2021 had over 1.7 lakh
women applicants, out of which 19
girl cadets have been finally short-
listed to be admitted as the first
batch. The official release from the
NDA mentions that just like their
male counterparts, girls of the age
group 16.5 to 19 years will now
undergo three years of military
training. Out of these 19 shortlisted
girls, the NDA has selected 10 for
Army. The remaining 6 and 3 cadets
have been allotted for Air Force and
Navy, respectively

NDA PREPARES TO TRAIN
GIRLS AND BOYS IN A 

‘GENDER NEUTRAL’ WAY

#Breakthebias

Pop superstar Beyonce, Billie Eilish to
perform at the 94th Academy Awards

B
eyonce and Billie Eilish will perform dur-
ing 
Sunday’s Oscars, organisers said on
Tuesday. Both the performers are nomi-

nated for best song at the 94th Academy Awards —
along with Lin-Manuel Miranda and Diane Warren,
whose songs will also be performed on the broadcast.
Pop superstar Beyonce’s Oscar-nominated ballad ‘Be
Alive’ was penned for tennis biopic ‘King Richard’,
which stars Will Smith as the father of tennis
greats Serena and Venus Williams. Eilish and
her brother Finneas will perform ‘No Time To Entertainment

NASA suggests rooftop gardens,
greenery to turn down heat in cities

Even as summer has set
in, and the scorching
heat makes both

indoors and outdoors seem simi-
lar, climate scientists at NASA
have suggested that rooftop
gardens and greenery can help
ease some of the severe heat in
cities. For several decades,
researchers have promoted
replacing black tar and other
dark-coloured roofing materials
with bright, sun-reflecting sur-
faces or “green roofs” full of
plant cover. Now, they have
used freely-available
satellite data to measure
how effective these
changes are.

 Heat is often intensified or amplified in
cities, a phenomenon known as the uurban
heat iisland eeffect. Asphalt, concrete, and
similar materials absorb and retain signif-
icantly more heat than vegetation, so
temperatures in urban areas are often 10
degrees Fahrenheit hotter than surround-
ing suburbs or rural regions

 In neighbourhoods with fewer trees
and green spaces, this heat often

disproportionately affects older
adults, low-income communities
and some communities of colour

Green roofs are
designed to harness
the cooling power of
plants to lower the
temperature in city
spaces. The greenery
may be extensive
(shallow soil, low-
maintenance plants)
or intensive (deeper
soil, more diverse
plants and trees)

WhatsApp begins rolling out
emoji reactions in Android beta

Meta-owned encrypted messaging service WhatsApp has started rolling
out emoji reactions in beta on Android, giving users a quick and easy
way to respond to the incoming messages. With a long-press of a

received message, the feature lets users react with one of six emoji — thumbs
up, heart, crying, laughter, shocked face, or folded hands (usually taken to
mean ‘thank you’). WhatsApp appears to be rolling
out the feature on Android in phases.

Emoji reactions have become commonplace
across other messaging services like
iMessage, Facebook Messenger, Google’s
Messages app, and even Twitter DMs. Now,
finally, one of the world’s most-popular mes-
saging apps is getting in on the action

TECHAWAY 

Environment
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“A happy family is but an earlier
heaven.”

GEORGE BERNARD SHAW, NOVELIST & PLAYWRIGHT THURSDAY, MARCH 24, 202202 FAMILY TIME

Listening is key
No matter what kind of a parent you are – strict or
lenient – listening to your child is extremely important.
Communication is a two-way process. You may surely
express your opinion, but you must allow your child to
raise their doubts as well. Do not turn a deaf year to
what they have to say. In doing so, parents
often overlook underlying dangers.

Teach compassion and
kindness
Rather than pressuring your child
to achieve academic excellence,
teach them compassion and kind-
ness. While success can be
achieved through hard work and
determination, being a ‘good’ person,
having a pure heart, is only possible if
you urge them to have a big and generous
heart and a cool mind.

Encourage critical thinking
Do not stop your children from expressing
their concerns and doubts. Having critical
thinking abilities enhances your child’s cog-
nitive powers. It allows them to approach
problems with practical solutions and even
in difficult times, they will learn to make it
through.

FIND WAYS TO DE-STRESS
Pressure to do well in studies and work can take a
toll on your health and well-being. Plan some activ-
ities in a day to de-stress and calm your mind.
Whether you choose to read, walk in nature or med-
itate, try to follow it
daily to calm
your mind
and recharge
yourself. Try
to cultivate a
hobby too.

A
few years back, when I was
just about five years, my
parents returned from a
trip to Paris and showed me
the photos they had taken.

I got interested in a small painting dis-
played in the museum of Louvre where
everyone crowded around. My mom in-
troduced to me this painting as Monal-
isa. Then my dad, seeing my interest, in-
troduced me to some documentaries in
history. During the same time, as my
teachers started to complain about my
motor skills, I took this as an opportu-
nity to write some history essays and
improve my handwriting. But then I re-
alised a challenge. History is a really
boring subject. To understand any top-
ic, I have to read hundreds and hundreds
of pages. Even after read-
ing those several pages,
I was lost.

I realised that his-
tory as a subject is pre-
sented in the wrong
fashion and hence many
individuals like me find
it initially difficult and
boring to comprehend.
What are the reasons for
this? First of all, history
is a soft subject, with no
clear answers or marked
boundaries. History is
not black and white; it is
all grey. In history, your
view is correct, and my
view point could also be
correct. Because of this, to
narrate a topic, authors end up writing
pages and pages. But this style of nar-
ration has made history boring for the
Twitter and Instagram generation of stu-
dents, who are used to short snippets.
This also makes history different from
Science and Engineering, which most
youth are interested in for their future
career prospects. While, Science is def-
inite, objective and has clear cut answers,
history is just the opposite.

But in the future, when most Engi-
neering and Scientific jobs will be per-
formed by robots and computers, histo-
ry can help us all to succeed in life and
cope up with difficult changes. This Ger-
man philosopher, a favourite of mine,
Georg Hegel, says, though we think that
the present world we
live in is the best and
most advanced world
yet, we can learn sev-
eral useful skills from
history. For example,
though we are all in-
dividualistic and im-
mersed in our mobile
phones as of now, an-
cient Greek civiliza-
tion can teach us how-

to live-in communities. History can also
help us live a happy life. Greek philoso-
pher Epicurus teaches us how to un-
derstand pleasure and how to improve
happiness in our lives. While, French
philosopher Rene Descartes using his
Cartesian doubting method helps us to
develop critical thinking skill, which ac-
cording to many futurists, is the most
important skill to succeed in the future.

So, history is as essential to
our lives and future, like
Science and Mathematics.
Now, our question is how to make his-
tory interesting? One solution to break
out of this perception that history is bor-

ing is to look out for infor-
mation in small byte sized
formats. The current
books on history looks at
it in a worm’s eye view, in
a microscopic way –
where every detail is ex-
aggerated and examined
closely. But if we can look
at it from a bird’s eye view,
in a telescopic fashion, fo-
cusing on only the im-
portant need-to-know
facts, it can help all of us
to develop an early inter-
est in this very important
subject. For example, in-
stead of reading history

like a boring long novel, we
should read them in short story formats.
Even topics like, ancient civilisations of
Greece or India, or warriors like Alexan-
der or Chandragupta Maurya or Revo-
lutions like the French, American or the
Indian independence movement, pre-
sented and read in a concise focused way,
would make history as interesting, and
as absorbing like a short story.

History is not boring. In fact, it is
just the opposite, It is an interesting sub-
ject, that can teach us all some very im-
portant skills to become successful and
happy in life. It is just that we need to
read through it like a short story. Then,
like that small picture hanging in the
museum in Louvre changed my per-
spective back in India, it would change
your viewpoint also.

HOW LEARNING HISTORY
CAN HELP YOU BE HAPPY
AND SUCCESSFUL IN LIFE

AUTHOR SPEAK

Zac Sangeeth is among
the world’s youngest his-
torians and commis-
sioned authors. His book
series ‘World History in 3
Points’ is published by
Hachette

THESE LIFESTYLE CHANGES CAN
DELAY AGEING BY 10 YEARS
Given a chance we all
would like to add more
healthy years to our lives.
While it is hard to predict
how long one would live,
one can surely increase
longevity by making some
simple tweaks in the
lifestyle. Nutritionist 
Dr Amy Shah recently took
to her Instagram handle to
share a few tips that can
help one live longer. These
tips can be included by
everyone in their routine
to live a long life

ADD REAL FOOD TO YOUR DIET
The nutritionist recommends having 
nutritious food of three types – legumes,
whole grains and nuts – daily to the diet.
These food groups are loaded with nutri-
ents and can help your internal organs
function well, cut down the risk of chron-
ic diseases and increase longevity.

REDUCE CONSUMPTION OF
RED MEAT
Cut down the intake of red meat and
processed foods. Dr Amy recommends lim-
iting the intake of red and processed meat
to less than five servings a week. Red meat
is loaded with cholesterol and unhealthy
fat and its excessive intake would only
pave the way
for heart-re-
lated issues.
P r o c e s s e d
meat also in-
creases the
risk of bowel
and stomach
cancer, so
stay away
from it.

GET MORE NATURAL LIGHT

Sunlight is not only the greatest source of vitamin
D, it also helps to reduce stress and improve your
mood. For all these reasons it is important to soak
in the sun for a few hours every day. It is a nutrient
required to regulate the amount of calcium and
phosphate in the body and maintain bone health.
Sitting even for half an hour in the sun can bene-
fit you in many ways.

FAST FOR 13 HOURS OR
MORE OVERNIGHT
Try to fast for 13 hours
or more overnight.
Fasting is the cur-
rent rage and its
popularity is driv-
en by many fac-
tors. Overnight
fasting gives a
chance to your organs
to focus on the healing
process, rather than digestion. It helps
to heal the organs so that they can
function well. It can reduce the risk
of developing chronic illness, thus
adding years to your life.

WALK 10,000 STEPS A DAY
Staying physi-
cally active is
as essential as
eating healthy
or making oth-
er tweaks to
your lifestyle.
Even if you do
not like gym-
ming or other
intense work-
outs, walking
10,000 steps a
day can also help to keep you fit and active. Try to
walk for at least 10,000 steps daily. TNN

LIVE SMART

Ways to keep your space cool in summer

B
ecoming a par-
ent is one of the
greatest joys in
life. For many, it
also becomes

the purpose of living. How-
ever, parenting also comes
with a lot of challenges.
There are several things par-
ents must ensure in order to
build a healthy and strong

relationship with their kids.
From tending to their needs
to raising them to become
happy and responsible
grown ups, parents have a
lot on their hands. That said,
while you may learn a lot
through experience, here are
some timeless parenting tips
to raise kind, successful and
smart children

POSITIVE
PARENTING

Be a good role
model
No matter how hard
you try to be an
excellent parent, at
the end of the day, it
all comes down to
how you present
yourself as a parent.
If you’re kind, your
child will know kind-
ness. If you’re rude to
people, they’ll think it
is okay to be impo-
lite. If you lend a
helping hand to
someone in need,
they will do the same
when time comes and
so on. Children look
up to their parents
for everything, so
start by building your
character and being
the best you can for
your child. TNN

Educate them about handling money, start early
Even if it feels too early to teach children about handling

finances, start by helping them understand the value of
money. Let them know why it’s crucial to spend wisely

and in simple terms explain the importance of
investing. As they grow up and are ready to know

more, start by explaining to them about the
stock market, how they can grow their finances,
but also tell them about the risks. But, make
sure you make the conversation interesting.

Help
kids understand

their family roots
Children should be made aware of

their family roots and ancestral his-
tory. Identity is something that is
equivalent to a person’s existence

and therefore, helping children
understand who they are and

where they come from
is important

EVERY PARENT SHOULD KNOW ABOUT

SEASON SPECIALThis time summer
has arrived earlier
than expected. To
keep your home
cool and
comfortable in long
summer months,
here are some tips

PULL THE CURTAINS
This is a simple advice
that works wonders. Dur-
ing the hottest parts of
the day, simply close your
blinds so that your flat is
not inundated with harsh
sunlight. This can help
you keep the tempera-
tures down within the
house.

STAY LOW
Heat rises, which is why
most apartments on
higher floors tend to get
hotter in summer. The
same is true for your
home as well. Try to get
a low bed, keep the seat-
ing near the ground, and
you will be rewarded
with cooler air.

CHANGE THE SHEETS

Get cotton sheets for your bed.
Even though fabrics like satin
and flannel might seem more
luxurious, summer will render
them useless. Breathable cotton
in soft prints will have a better
chance of keeping the bedroom
cool and comfortable.

BLOCK OUT BLACK

The colour black absorbs heat, so if your home
has darker colours, it will inevitably retain more
heat and get warmer faster. Choose colours like
white, yellow, beige and off-white that reflect sun-
light. Lighter coloured walls and fabrics are 
better for summer. NOIDA TIMES

INVEST IN PLANTS
Indoor plants can help you keep your home cool
and fresh. They can help hydrate the air, retain
moisture, and make the place look pretty. Indoor
plants are a brilliant way to up your oxygen sup-
ply and lower the temperature inside the home.

SWITCH THE LIGHTS
Investing in CFLs can help you reduce the overall
temperature of your flat. Regular bulbs heat up
faster. You can save money when you use CFL bulbs
and tubelights and they also keep your space cool.

TIMELESS LESSONS



Andhra Association High School has
always been a warrior for Mother
Earth.

R
ecently the school had invited
20-year-old Rohan Agarwal who
has taken an oath to cover 100000
km on foot till as far as Siberia.

Rohan is from Kamathi, Nagpur, Maha-
rashtra and has covered 40000 km trav-
eling through 19 states of India since 560+
days, by the act of Destan, ie the same
act by which the ancient students used
to travel through Gurukul in ancient In-
dia called Destan. In his words, “This

was mainly done to understand the dif-
ferent religions, languages, cultures, peo-
ple, to broaden one’s outlook towards Iife.
India is truly a country of unity amongst
diversity.” The children had a good in-
teracting with Rohan which also helped
to broaden their outlook.

03SCHOOL IS COOL
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It’s not just a place where you get to learn Einstein’s Theory of
Relativity. It’s also a place where you can think beyond the
classroom. Hence we say, SCHOOL IS COOL!

CLICK HERE: PAGE 3 AND 4

TIE & DYE
MATERIAL REQUIRED:

 Fabric preferably white colour

 Rubber bands

 Camel Fluid Acrylic Colours

 Water, Polybag

PROCEDURE:

STEP 1: Take any fabric that you
wish to dye. Preferably in a white
colour for better effect. I have taken
a white shirt and white dupatta. Tie
rubber bands at equal distance and
damp the cloth as shown in images.
Drain extra water.

STEP 2 : Take the colour of your
choice, I have used yellow and Red

for dupatta and Green and Red for T-
shirts. Colours used (Camel Fluid
Acrylic Colours). Fold the dupatta in
half and keep sides separate, start
putting colours alternate red and
yellow. Repeat till you reach the
end. Similarly, for T shirt tie ends of
both sides and colour alternate red
and green.

STEP 3: Wait for 5 to 10 mins and
then very carefully keep the dupatta
in a poly bag. Leave it overnight.

For maximum effect leave it for
24hours.

STEP 4: Open the rubber bands and
wash the dupatta after 24 hours in
cold water.

You can try it with a T-shirt,
Shorts, saree, track pants in various
tying methods like rainbow, crum-
pled, kaleidoscope and dye with your
favourite palette.

PEARLEEN AHUJA, Class V, Zebar

School  For Children, Ahmedabad 

BOOK: LIFE’S AMAZING SECRETS BY GAUR GOPAL DAS

Gaur Gopal Das is 
undoubtedly one of
my most favourite

motivational speakers and I
really appreciate his
thoughts and beliefs about
life which never fails to
inspire me and makes me
more aware of my inner spiri-
tual self.

Similar to his most lec-
tures and podcast sessions,
his witty remarks on life and
some surprising life changing
thoughts find its way to the
book. The book is based on a
long heart to heart conversa-
tion between the monk and his
wealthy young friend Harry
while being stuck in a car
amidst the horrendous
Mumbai traffic where they

discuss on concepts ranging from
career to love to many more
things which ultimately lead to the
way of finding one’s true purpose
in life.

The numerous incidents and
lessons discussed by the monk are
simply beautiful and extremely
inspirational and keep you glued
to the pages. The short and crisp
to-the-point narrative style is
one of the main highlights of the
book.

This book helps a lot in devel-
oping your inner spiritual persona
and really helps in finding the true
purpose of life and
a must read recom-
mendation for all.  

Subham Mandal,

Class XII, Calcutta

Public School

Live your dream for a day

With the pandemic hitting hard, the children were confined to their homes. To engage these children fruitfully,
Times NIE in association with Bihani Academy Joka organised a fancy dress competition where toddlers from vari-
ous institutions took part. The children were dressed in characters both from fiction and real life. 

Andhra Association High School
holds special programme

‘Vasant Utsav’ at DPS Howrah

H
oli, the celebration of colours
and life is commemorated with
a great zeal almost everywhere
in India. To celebrate this

event a special assembly was organised
by the students of Delhi Public School
Howrah. The school was brimming with
the colours of joy as everyone gathered
to celebrate Vasant Utsav, 2022.

The teachers and students assem-
bled in the ampitheatre after two years
of covid hiatus. They were extremely en-
thusiastic about the short programme
and waited for the show to begin with
enormous excitement. Students from pri-
mary and middle school sections per-
formed on various songs and dances that
are the very hallmarks of the auspicious
festival, Holi. The opening medley of dif-
ferent songs of spring reverberated the
spirit of spring in the ambience. As view-
ers, the performance of the little Krish-
na and Radha along with the whole group
of spirited dancers to the song ‘Sajani
Sajani Radhika Lo’ mesmerized us the
most. Another group dance that  followed
was an equal treat to the eyes as the lit-
tle feet grooved to the beautifully chore-
ographed and synchronised music after
long two years.

It was hence also ensured that the
students are inducted into the usual as-
sembly ritual once again. With the prin-
cipal on stage, welcoming all back-to-
school life and praying it to continue

henceforth, every member of the insti-
tution joined in the ‘vandana’. The cel-
ebration ended with our National An-
them.

The students and teachers perfect-

ly abided by the covid protocols amidst
all excitement and celebration after a
long period. It was indeed a riot of
colours celebrating the spirit of come-
back.

St Augustine’s Day School, Shyamnagar
holds public speaking competition 

M
arching ahead with a new ini-
tiative is something that St
Augustine’s Day School,
Shyamnagar, believes in.

With this aim, the school organised a
wonderful first time initiative, Public
Speaking Competition of Second Lan-
guage (Hindi and Bengali) for the stu-
dents of pre-primary and primary. Its
aim was to enhance the oratory skills
and confidence of the students by per-
forming in the physical mode after two
years. Keeping all Covid protocols, the
event was held on the school premises
from  March 3 to 10.

The pre-primary and primary team
consisted of students from classes I-V
who enlightened us with their perspec-
tives on different topics based on nature,
online classes, hard work. The judges in-
cluded Pihu Papiya, an author and a life
coach, NLP Expert and motivational
speaker for Hindi and Biva Bhattacharya,
an assistant professor of department of
history from Maharaja Manindra Chan-
dra College, Shyambazar, for Bengali. Our
principal Rev. Rodney Borneo accompa-
nied them and encouraged the students.

The contestants had been selected
through several preliminary rounds pre-
sented an extraordinary performance in
front of the audience. After the prayer
and showering of petals, the main event
started off with the principal’s address
to all, followed by the felicitation of the
judges. The instructions, rules and reg-
ulations to be adhered to, were introduced
to the participants by the student emcees.

The young talents were felicitated
with the words of appreciation by the
judges. The programme concluded
with a vote of thanks from vice-prin-
cipal AK  Seal and headmistress 
Antara Chatterjee.

http://nie-images.s3.amazonaws.com/gall_content/2022/3/2022_3$file23_Mar_2022_202533850.pdf


Q1:
Which team clinched the

Vijay Hazare 2021 title?

a) Maharashtra

b) Delhi

c) Tamil Nadu

d) Himachal Pradesh

Q2:
Which of the following

players won maximum gold

medals in the Tokyo Olympic 2020?

a) Cealeb Dressel (USA)

b) Emma Mckeon (Australia)

c) Daiki Hashimoto (Japan)

d) Vitalina Batsarashkina (Russia)

Q3:
Who clinched the

Wimbledon Open Men’s

Singles crown 2021?

a) Novak Djokovic (Serbia)

b) Matteo Berrettini (Italy)

c) Marcel Granollers (Spain)

d) Daniil Medvedev (Russia)

Q4:
Brisbane in Australia was

officially announced as host

of the Olympic and Paralympic

Games in ______ 

a) 2024   b) 2028   c) 2032   d) 2036

Q5:
Which national team does

Romelu Lukaku

represent?

a) France   b) Belgium   c) Germany   d) Poland

Q6:
Which of the following
footballers has won

the Ballon d’Or award most number
of times?
a) Robert Lewandowski

b) Lionel Messi

c) Jorginho

d) Karim Benzema

Q7:
The term double fault is
associated with ___________ 

a) Tennis

b) Squash

c) Rugby

d) Long Jump

Q8:
Where is the headquarters
of The International

Olympic Committee situated?  

a) Vienna

b) Lausanne

c) Geneva

d) Madrid

Q9:
Cue, Jigger and Break pot
are terms associated with

the game of ___  
a) Chess

b) Badminton

c) Rugby

d) Billiards

Photo: AFP

QUIZ TIME!

ANSWERS: 1. d Himachal Pradesh

2. a Cealeb Dressel (USA)

3. a Novak Djokovic (Serbia)

4. c 2032   5. b Belgium   6. b Lionel Messi

7. a Tennis   8. b Lausanne   9. d Billiards

Romelu Lukaku

I
ndian para athlete
Dharambir set a new
Asian record in the men’s

F32/51 club throw event en-
route winning a silver on the
opening day of the 13th Fazza
International Para Athletics
Championships here.

India won three medals on
the opening day with Deven-
dra Singh also clinching a sil-
ver in the F44 men’s discus
throw event, while Jyoti Be-
hera claimed a bronze in 400m
women’s final T37/38/47 final.

In the club throw F32/51
men’s final, Dharambir, the
2018 Asian Para Games silver
medallist, threw the club to a
distance of 31.09m in his sec-
ond attempt to finish second
behind Algeria’s Walid Ferhah
(37.42m) on Monday. In the
process, Dharambir also set a
new Asian record.

Later, Devendra clinched
the silver in men’s discus

throw F44 after hurling the
disc to a distance of 50.36m in
combined F42/43/44 category.

The championships kicks
off the World Para Athletics’
Grand Prix season with
around 500 para-athletes from
43 nations in action at the
Dubai. The event holds sig-
nificance as athletes will aim
to achieve Minimum Qualifi-
cation Standard for this July’s
Commonwealth Games in
Birmingham and Asian Para
Games this October. PTI

Indian para athlete Dharambir
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World number one goes out on top, after claiming

dream third Grand Slam title

GUTTED FOR TENNIS

You can’t put a limit to anything.

The more you dream, the farther you get.

Michael Phelps, American Swimmer
THURSDAY, MARCH 24, 2022

I AM SPENT
W

orld number one
Ashleigh Barty
who dropped a
bombshell on the
tennis world on
Wednesday with
her retirement

announcement at the peak of her game,
says she had fulfilled her dreams and
was “spent physically”.

Citing fatigue with life on
the Tour, the 25-year-
old walks away with
15 titles to her name,
the last coming at
Melbourne Park
where she ended Aus-
tralia’s 44-year wait
for a home champion.

“I know how much
work it takes to bring the
best out of yourself ... I don’t have that
in me anymore,” she said in video post-
ed on her Instagram account on Wednes-
day. “I don’t have the physical drive, the
emotional want and everything it takes
to challenge yourself at the very top lev-
el any more. I am spent.”

SECOND RETIREMENT
It marks Barty’s second retirement

from the sport, having walked away from
the game as a teenager in late-2014 after
becoming disaffected by the Tour. She
returned in 2016 and rose rapidly up the
rankings, earning global acclaim for her
tennis and fans’ affection for her sports-
manship and laid-back demeanour.

Spending 121 weeks as world num-
ber one, Barty won the 2019 French Open
and Wimbledon in 2021 and appeared
well set for more Grand Slam success to
take her place among the game’s greats.
However, she never made any secret of
her dislike for the touring life and her
battles with homesickness.

She said realising her “one true
dream” by winning Wimbledon last year
had changed her perspective. “Ash Bar-
ty the person has so many dreams she
wants to chase after that don’t neces-
sarily involve travelling the world, be-
ing away from my family, being away

from my home, which is where I’ve al-
ways wanted to be,” she said in the video,
interviewed by her close friend and for-
mer doubles partner Casey Dellacqua.

Barty suffered depression on the
Tour after turning professional as a
teenager, leading her to quit and briefly
reinvent herself as a professional crick-
eter in her home state of Queensland.
When COVID-19 halted tennis in 2020
she took nearly a year off to stay home
with family rather than rejoin the cir-
cuit when it resumed.

As players battled at the delayed
2020 French Open, Barty was spotted
in the crowd at an Australian Rules
football match in Brisbane, cheering
her beloved Richmond Tigers with a
cup of beer in her hand.

CHASING OTHER DREAMS
Wearing a simple blue sports top and

with her hair pulled back in her trade-
mark bun, Barty wiped away tears

during the interview
with Dellacqua. “I know
I’ve done this before, but
in a different feeling,”
she said. “I’m so grateful
for tennis, it’s given me all
of my dreams, plus more,
but I know the time is right
now for me to step away
and chase other dreams and
to put the racquets down.”

She bows out with almost $24 mil-
lion in career prize money and
as a national hero by beating
American Danielle Collins in
the Australian Open in the final
in January.

As the second Aboriginal Aus-
tralian to win a Grand Slam title, fol-
lowing in the footsteps of the great
Evonne Goolagong Cawley, Barty has
also become an idol for her country’s In-
digenous population.

Barty’s bombshell triggered tributes
from players and officials.

Australia will hope Barty’s second
retirement ends up like her first, bro-
ken by another comeback and more
Grand Slam silverware. AGENCIES

■ In her retirement message

Barty _ who won the French Open

in 2019 _ described her Wimbledon

crown as her “one true dream”.

■ “I’ve had a lot of incredible

moments in my career that

have been pivotal moments

and Wimbledon last year

changed a lot for me as a

person,” she said, describing

the emotion of an athlete

who has worked hard her

entire life “for one goal”.

■ “To be able to win Wimbledon _

the one true dream that I wanted

in tennis _ really changed

my perspective.”

■ “There was just a lit-

tle part of me that

wasn’t quite satisfied,

wasn’t quite fulfilled.

And then came the

Australian Open.”

■ In January, Barty became the

first Australian to win her home

Grand Slam in 44 years.

ONE TRUE DREAM

Ash, what can I say, you know I have

tears right? My friend, I will miss

you on tour. You were different,

and special, and we shared some

amazing moments . . . Be happy and

enjoy your life to the max. What’s next for

you? Grand Slam champion in golf?

SIMONA HALEP, twice grand slam champion

An incredible role model for so

many not only in our sport, and

she’s always gone about her

career in her own special way. Well

done, Ash. A true Aussie legend.

Australian Coach DARREN CAHILL

Ash, I have no words... Actually you

are showing your true class leaving

tennis in this beautiful way. I am

so happy I could share the court

with you… tennis will never be the

same without you! I admire you as a

player and a person. Wishing you only

the best!

PETRA KVITOVA, grand slam winner

I particularly want to say ‘thank

you’ to you, Ash, for inspiring a

generation of young people and

particularly a generation of young

Indigenous people in this country.

“None of us will forget, of course, the

triumphant win in Wimbledon and none of us

will ever forget that incredible comeback down there

at the Australian Open this year, which once again

showed everybody what you can do when you

really apply yourself.

Australian Prime Minister SCOTT MORRISON

Nothing but RESPECT for you

@ashbarty!!! All the best in your

retirement and congratulations

on your distinguished career!

ELINA SVITOLINA, women’s

world number 20

Barty’s surprise retirement from

tennis was met with shock and an

outpouring of well wishes from

current and former greats.

PARA CLUB THROWER
DHARAMBIR SETS ASIAN

RECORD, WINS SILVER 
‘NOT TOO LONG TO GO NOW’
A

head of the start of
the much-awaited
season of the Indi-
an Premier League
(IPL), Royal Chal-

lengers Bangalore (RCB) batter
Virat Kohli on Wednesday
shared a throwback picture rel-
ishing his stylish knock in the
cash-rich league. IPL 2022 begins
with Chennai Super Kings (CSK)
taking on the Kolkata Knight
Riders (KKR) at the Wankhede
Stadium on Saturday.

RCB will lock horns with
Punjab Kings in their first match
of the tournament on Sunday.
Kohli shared a picture express-
ing his excitement ahead of the
opening match. “Not too long to go
now”, Kohli captioned the post on
the micro-blogging app.

New captain
RCB has named former South

Africa captain Faf du Plessis as the
new skipper of the franchise. Kohli
is happy and excited to pass on the
baton to du Plessis.

“First and foremost the most
important news is that Faf is going
to be the captain of RCB and I could-

n’t be happier to pass on the
baton to a good friend. Some-
one that I have known well
over the years. We have been
in touch for many years now
and he is one of the few guys
I have known apart from
cricket and we get along re-
ally well. So, absolutely ex-
cited for him to lead RCB. To
lead this amazing franchise
and to play under him,” said
Kohli earlier this month.

The venues
The games will be played

across stadiums in Mumbai,
Navi Mumbai, and Pune

with an audience occupancy rate of
25 per cent as per COVID-19 proto-
cols. In all, 20 matches each will be
held at Wankhede Stadium and DY
Patil Stadium, 15 matches each at
Brabourne and MCA Internation-
al Stadium, Pune.

The  matches will be
played with an audience oc-
cupancy rate of 25 per cent
as per COVID-19 protocols.
Ardent cricket fans are all
set to witness nail-biting
matches, cheering for
their favourite players at
the most anticipated crick-
et tournament of all time.

Commentary debut
Suresh Raina will lead the pa-

rade of glittering stars and crick-
eting heroes in the commentary
panel for the upcoming season.
There will be close to 85 commen-
tators across languages including
English, Hindi, Tamil, Telugu,
Kannada, Marathi, Malayalam,
Bengali, and the newly added Gu-
jarati feed. Former Indian men’s
team head coach Ravi Shastri is
making a comeback to the com-
mentary panel. AGENCIES

Virat Kohli starts countdown for IPL 2022with throwback picture
Shubman Gill, who will be

playing for Gujarat

Titans in the IPL, is

taking the upcoming

season as an oppor-

tunity to make the

cut into the Indian

team for the ICC T20

World Cup 2022 in Australia.

“The player who will do well in the

IPL will have a great chance to make

it to the T20 World Cup. I am also

looking forward to. If I do well in this

IPL then I will even have a chance to

get selected for the World Cup and if

I am able to do that then I will be

very happy,” Shubman Gill said. The

talented batter has played 58 match-

es in IPL after making his debut in

this league in 2018.

GILL HAS EYE ON T20 WC

Photo: REUTERS
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